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Artist Statement

On the "QQ news", I saw a lot of strange-looking, extravagant offices 
of various bureaus in luxurious arcades; people said that feng shui 
consultation had been made before the buildings were constructed. 
When I was studying in Shenzhen, Min told me about the feng shui 
master whom Yu's family hired at Chinese New Year; he is very 
powerful. He used to be the feng shui consultant for the Jiang family. 

 A lot of people believe in the power of feng shui, but nobody 
believes in myths. People don't know that those things that happened 
in prehistoric times were the origin of I-Ching. I hope that those 
things that are made obscure and fragmented by different media in 
the past generations can happen again in Second Life (SL). This 
is real feng shui, one with roots and qi, one that combines heaven, 
people and spirits into one.  

My virtual feng shui empowerment ritual bears the characteristics 
of a performance, yet it happens at a "non-exhibiting/ non-public" 
occasion. I want to make these artifacts into a vague drive, attempts 
or instincts which are scattered in RMB City like toys, or like a 
secretive machinery that is about to be triggered. 

Huang He
(January 2009)
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zhangweiwei 12:26
We have God who is above us.

queenShoe 12:26
I am wondering if that means "server" in Second Life

ume 12:28
What server?

zhangweiwei 12:29
The internet server is the God of RMB City.

queenShoe 12:29
Is there any God in digital space?

chinamonkey0912 12:29
Big Other is ubiquitous



What is feng shui?
Perhaps, it is a need - 
just like art. 

Text by China Tracy

Phrases like "syncretism between man and nature" or "unity of 
humans and heaven" popped up in my mind when I was thinking 
about feng shui. Chinese traditional feng shui is characterized by its 
pursuit of a state in which collaboration and harmony are achieved 
between humans and nature. Young Chinese artist Huang He's 
virtual feng shui experiment in RMB City aims for a similar goal – 
activating the intergrowth between SL avatars and virtual reality.    

This feng shui practice in the virtual realm combines Ancient 
Chinese spatial methodology with characteristics of a virtual world. 
To a certain extent, it interrogates and extends people's common 
conceptions about traditional feng shui. Also, this project takes feng 
shui as an entry-point to investigate the understanding between both 
real and virtual worlds. That's why, whether this project is close 
enough to traditional feng shui, is actually not relevant. 

There is no way for us to copy and paste the entire set of traditional 
feng shui theories directly to the virtual realm. Second Life is a 
synthetic, cold and intangible digital fantasia which is rooted in 
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the internet – an invisible space that is flooded with mobility and 
uncertainty. The visual components of the virtual world are propped 
up by source codes, program libraries and rendering techniques 
through numerous servers. The map of the virtual world is collaged 
by copious, well-defined grids, coordinates and topographical 
textures. The price and size of the land in the virtual world are 
determined by the market's demands and supplies; the nature of each 
single sim is decided by its owner. Every celestial phenomenon, 
every mountain and river, every seasonal change and the simulated 
ecosystem in virtual world, are collectively visualized via program 
illustrating, code-writing and 3-D animation processing. This is why 
some people even say that Linden Lab – the creator of Second Life – 
is God of the virtual world. 

Everything has its image. Although the virtual world is a parallel 
reality and also an artificial post-residential space, the completeness 
of visual and psychological imagery in it makes the virtual domain 
still compatible with the logic of feng shui. Feng Shui aims to 
manipulate qi, or in other words, vitality. At the square one of this 
project, we started with an attempt to generate and preserve the qi 
in RMB City, but where does the qi in the virtual world come from? 
Is there any qi? If yes, in what form does it exist? Traditional feng 
shui's "qi-ism" proclaims that qi – which transgresses all substances 
and appearances - is the origin of the cosmos. Qi streams through 
all things, it commingles energy, nature, organisms and information 
in itself; behind it is the conceptual system that fuses heaven, earth, 
living things and humanity together. Qi can be understood with 
the concept of a "sphere." Biologically, it is energy – a flow of an 
integrated, functional force that is hard to grasp. 

In our (Second Life) avatars we reconstruct our existence, and at 
the same time reorganize the frameworks of our empirical worlds. 



Adventuring in the virtual world for a long time taught me a lesson: 
there is an invisible, ever-mutating current of qi in Second Life. 
Perhaps you think this is a kind of psychological suggestion or even 
something only in my head... although in a virtual world, people's 
cognitions are initiated by complicated, operable technical systems, 
when a human encounters technologies, changes in psychological, 
unconscious or even physical aspects emerge. One good example 
is virtual sexual intercourse that is an interweaving of avatars/ 
visions/ languages/ animations. One's sexual excitement can be 
easily ignited in the process of flirtation between his/ her avatar with 
another avatar, through the digital sexual spectacle. We can say that 
through their avatars, people achieve a state of  "immersion" in the 
virtual world. This is a form of perceiving the world and spiritual 
existences, then, we can indeed call this "union of computer and 
human" a type of "syncretism between man and nature." 

The quintessence of Oriental philosophy – including the thoughts 
behind traditional Chinese medicine and the methodology of feng 
shui – stresses the interaction and reciprocity between different 
objects. Huang He's virtual feng shui project – as an artistic practice 
– is an exploration of the two worlds' relations and transitions, and 
also of the possibilities that are generated by the coexistence of the 
two realms. It is a process of  "enlightenment" in the name of a city. 

As a "city," RMB City's construction and operation involves master-
planning, architectural layout, spatial partitioning, landscapes, 
orientations and architectural productions. I didn't make any 
reference to feng shui when I was drafting the blue print of 
RMB City, I just wanted to construct a personal, utopian social 
scene in an accordance with my intuition and subjectivity. Yet 
interestingly, Huang He's feng shui analysis indicates that RMB 
City's topographical layout matches the Eastern aesthetics of "Being 
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encompassed by waters and hills. " People's Palace – one that is 
hanging in the air – is located at the point of the "throne" (in the 
sense of feng shui). People's Observation Wheel, a spinning wheel 
that is located high on a monument, coincides with feng shui's "qi-
propagating" energy theory. 

Young artist Huang He interrogates contemporary feng shui – 
which has a strong scent of secularity and utilitarianism (just like 
modern Buddhism) – with her reverence and childish playfulness 
shown in her frolicsome reference to feng shui, witchcraft, myths 
and fairy tales. Her feminine intuition and thoughts on her personal 
experiences, the real and virtual worlds processes the above culture-
borrowing into a number of feng shui-related objects: Super Aura 
Gourds for 5 Orientations, Double Vision Mini Bird, Soaring Dawn 
Swan, Vajra Prajna Paramita Sutra, Bathtubs of the Nine Suns… 
All these virtual, interactive feng shui devices are placed carefully 
in different corners of RMB City, but they are not solely interactive 
animation programs in Second Life. Huang He inherited oriental 
philosophy's emphasis on enlightenment (instead of reasoning) and 
utilized simple technology to actualize a complex and ineffable 
spiritual energy field in Second Life. For instance, Super Aura 
Gourds for 5 Orientations needs specific numbers of avatars to 
activate its mysterious energy that then engenders special visual 
effects that indirectly influence the city. These acts form a cycle of 
attracting, preserving, generating and neatening of qi. In another 
example, the yellow cranes/ white swans on the roof of People's 
Palace carry avatars on their backs (after being activated by an 
avatar) and hover over the palace; they remind people of ancient 
Chinese poem Yellow Crane Tower*, with its lines: "Long ago a man 
rode off on a yellow crane, now all that remains here is Yellow Crane 
Tower. Once the crane left it never returned, for thousand of years 
the clouds roamed with its indifference." There the poet expressed 
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his loneliness as a traveler drifting far away from his home. Huang 
He's yellow cranes regard the virtual world as their home; they wait 
for people's calling everyday, and they guard RMB City with their 
loyalty. Huang He's imagination has the tenderness of traditional 
Chinese poetry and it channels the past and the present. The classical 
romanticism in ancient Chinese aesthetics – one characterized with 
subtle and wisdom-revealing symbolism and inspiration - "moistens 
the world delicately and silently." The imaginations, like drizzles, 
seep through every little corner of the magnificent virtual landscapes 
in RMB City, yet they are hard to notice because "you are already 
standing in the mountain." (In other words, you can't see the whole 
picture of anything when you get too close). 

I think Huang He's virtual feng shui is a transgression beyond the 
old Chinese spatial methodology. In RMB City she sparks a deep 
spiritual edification in the virtual world and reality, also touching on 
the unity among human, nature and machines. Huang He contributes 
to the human race by originating, renewing and harmonizing a 
system based on emotions. Huang He once mentioned that she was 
kindling "love" by applying feng shui to RMB City. I think this 
"love" is the qi that exists in everybody's heart and serves as the 
foundation for an individual to merge with the world. So, what is 
feng shui? Perhaps, it is a need - just like art. 

17 Jan 2009

* Translation of Yellow Crane Tower is based on Cui Hao Poem 
Annotations (Shanghai Ancient Books Press) by Wan Jingjun 
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queenShoe 12:17
Bad feng shui is haunting People's 
Bank…I don't think it should function 
as a financial center of RMB City, it 
can be an iconic one only.

Hu Fang 12:18
Can it be the center of financial crisis?

queenShoe 12:18
Absolutely. 
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RMB City:  
a Feng Shui Case Study in Second Life
by Master Q, the Residue of Feudalism

RMB City is a huge city where differentiated emotions and 
perceptions are interwoven in the frame of a specific mechanism. 
RMB City has given permission to the sensation of  "can be" in 
the virtual world; in other words, it is loaded with a large amount 
of investment in the spiritual power of humans. We can feel the 
immediate impact of this power when we look at the how RMB City 
harbors various objects within it. 

Every time Master Q visits RMB City, there are new surprises 
– something new that causes excitement and anxiety. Feng shui 
provides a systematic means of observation for this ever-changing 
virtual locale. 
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Feng Shui Analysis of RMB City
by Master Q (November, 2008)

Nature

RMB City is an art project, which is therefore operated by the 
element of fire. The name and the occupation of the founder are also 
favorable to art and to the fire element. So RMB City should take 
the color red as an iconic element, just as it already has for its logo. 
The element fire generates the element metal, which means financial 
fortune. The water element will also be good for the city as its 
liquidity encourages the flow of money and it calms the fire element 
when it gets too aggressive. The coordination among various 
elements is crucial. 

Landscape

Being surrounded by water, RMB City possesses the shape of a 
swimming turtle with its head facing northeast. This is a landscape 
combining good feng shui of water and land. People's Aerial Castle, 
Preview Center, People's Temple, People's Patron Saint, People's 
Park and People's Observation Wheel act as the six eggs (from 
northeast to northwest, in a clockwise manner) of the "turtle." 
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Suggestions

One imperfection of the landscape is that the "turtle" lacks a tail. 
The remedy for this would be the building of a long and narrow 
architecture like a car park or a long warehouse at the point where 
the turtle's tail should be.

Eyes are the windows of the soul; a turtle can only be considered 
as "living" (in feng shui) when it has eyes. So there should be some 
empty space at the northeastern part of the island as a ming tang 
(literally the "bright chamber"), which would serve as the turtle's 
eyes. 

The abdomen of the turtle is the spot where the qi of the city is 
preserved. There is a stream flowing from the northwestern to the 
southeastern side of the island, just across the turtle's back. Although 
the water is smooth and pellucid, the flux still disrupts the harmony 
of the qi on the island. Thanks to the agglomerated architecture in 
the lower course of the stream, the disturbed qi is calmed down to a 
certain level. 

To alleviate the negative effects of the clashing qi, colorful flags 
should be put on the rooftop of the shortest building in the city, or 
placing eight gourds at where the stream passes through the center of 
the island (at where the water flow is relatively stable). Gourds and 
the number eight both have the nature of the element wood, which 
favors the element fire and also art. Also, People's Slum is the cache 
of qi because of the water passing above it. Making this area colorful 
is advantageous to the city. 
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Located on the northwestern part of the island, People's Palace, the 
brightest and most spacious piece of architecture in RMB City, is in 
a most exalted orientation of the city. The flux in front of the palace 
is a "green dragon" and People's Waterpark acts as a "treasure basin" 
which conserves the qi of the dragon. People's Observation Wheel 
further backs up the palace. 

Although People's Palace is already the best spot for the office of 
implementing management, there are still ways to perfect the feng 
shui there as the stilted structure of the palace suggests instability. 
A miniature model of RMB City with a teleporter should be placed 
in the palace. Putting five Xuan Wu (a Chinese mythical animal 
that represents the direction North) in People's Waterpark will help 
to stabilize the qi of the palace too. Nine and five are the numbers 
of supreme royalty. As the number of poles in the palace is not a 
multiple of nine, we can hang a banner with the number nine on it to 
emphasize the importance of the regal number. 

Analysis of Important Institutions in RMB City

People's Palace
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People's Temple

People's Aerial Castle

People's Worksite 

Green is the best color for the pose balls that are placed here (if there 
is any). Avoid the use of red, yellow, orange or purple in a large scale/ 
coverage, as this will agitate the "Confucian hierarchy".

Located in the northern part of 
RMB City, People's Worksite is 
considered to be one of the turtle's 
strong limbs for its thrashing in 
water. In this zone, there is an 
excess of earth element which 
subdues the power of the water 
element, thus reducing the 
resistance of the sea while the 

It is the right place to put golden 
Buddha statues. A digital Vajra 
Prajna Paramita Sutra should be 
buried in the Bodhisattva's right 
eye. This is like the ceremony of  
"Hidden Scriptures" in the history 
of Buddhism. These arrangements 
ease the over-aggressive collisions 
of qi in the virtual world. 
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People's Bank

This building has the shape of a sword; it is a mighty guard of 
People's Palace. People's Bank has a bright golden color that is 
propitiously compatible with the emperor's colors - red and yellow. 
People's Bank is a good place to sell or exhibit sharp objects; its main 
entrance is on the southwest side of the building, and it is almost hit 
by the negative qi from the highway. Also, the entrance is facing the 
"broken treasure basin" (People's Park). If you use People's Bank 
for financial purposes, fraud will knock on your door. Yet luckily, 
People's Bank (as a knight) preserves the qi for People's Palace. 

"turtle" swims. Also, The ground 
of People' s Worksite looks too 
clumsy, and the whole zone seems 
isolated and stagnant. To increase 
the mobility of the area, we can 
make the seawater splash the shore, 
or put six frogs on the northern edge 
of People's Worksite. In addition, a 
bamboo raft can be placed in the sea 
right next to the worksite. Avatars 
are encouraged to leapfrog and 
croak at the worksite. 
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It is on the orientation of kun, which implies humbleness and 
procreation. The slanting manner of People's Tower meets the 
requirement for a humble courtier in Confucianism. Staff who work 
here should dress in yellow, as in I-Ching it says "Kun *, six-five, 
yellow garments, auspicious." The aggressive red color of the tower 
should be swapped for a mellow pink. This place should be placid. 

Conclusion

Feng shui is not a rigid methodology, yet it is a serious one. In 
Second Life, our avatars transmit different emotions and effects of 
feng shui to us. Feng shui doesn't aim at sensorial indulgence; it 
aims at immersing us in a space with a better balance, even if the 
space is a virtual one.

Glossary:
*kun: A Taoist symbol of the earth and femininity. 

People's Tower
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If our real life is 
an authorized version of reality, 

a firsthand one, 
then the reality in Second Life

 is a "shanzhai" (1) version of it.   
- Master Q
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Q and A

Q: Hello feng shui Master, can you give us a brief introduction of 
yourself? 
A: Hi. Thanks. Sure. My SL ID is queenShoe Voom. You can call me 
Master Q. My eyes were once red and now they are blue - due to the 
theory of exchanging between the water and fire elements. 

Q: This sounds interesting. Master Q, can you explain the theory 
to us?

A: Sure. But I have to talk about my thoughts on feng shui first. 
Because I am a materialist, I think that tai chi – on which feng shui 
is based - is actually a physics concept. As a phenomenon in the field 
of physics, tai chi evolves into two yi (2) according to the disciplines 
of the nature, that is the yin-yang dualism that most people are 
familiar with. When we talk about yin-yang, there are two main 
understandings about it: 1. The balance between yin and yang, yin 
is in yang, yang is in yin. 2. The transformation of yin and yang: the 
two yi evolve to four xiang (3), and the four xiang become eight gua 
(4), then these elements become different objects in the world. These 
processes are subdivisions under the categorization of materiality. 
This is a mild methodology of categorization. 
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Categorization is an abstract concept, so it is in a sense of imagery. 
For instance, I put white tigers and silver rings into the same group 
because both of them belong to the element metal. This classification 
of imagery can extend to all objects in the space where we exist, 
even for things as gigantic as mountain ranges and sea currents. If 
the space that we live in transcends real life to reach Second Life, 
this categorization is still effective for the objects in this space. This 
is the basic of logic. 

Apart from imagery and analogy which are advanced functions of 
human's unconsciousness, feng shui represents rationality via its 
knowledge of spatial lay-outs which channel qi - in which one's self 
and heaven become one - that means sharing the same frequency 
with the environment, this concept is similar to "resonance" in 
physics. 

Q: Hi Master Q, what is the difference between feng shui in RL 
and SL? Is there anything special about feng shui in SL?

A: Good question. Feng shui is a Chinese knowledge of selecting 
geographical resources in order to achieve harmony. In Ancient 
China, feng shui was involved on occasions like capital-building, 
city-construction and palace-building. Feng shui is an occult yet 
serious philosophy which itself has evolved to a very contemplative 
system.  As I mentioned before, it is important for a person to "share 
the same frequencies" with his/her environment. This "resonance-
rule" can also be applied to Second Life, Third Life or Fourth Life. 

The difference between reality and SL is: you don't even have 
to live in SL to feel the influence of feng shui. The rivalries and 
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counteractions among different powers are so obvious and visual in 
Second Life. 

Q: Can you explain more about this?

A: It is visually explicit to feel what do you want and what makes the 
environment more comfortable in SL. Sometimes you want to dance, 
and therefore you have to place a pose ball somewhere. This desire 
becomes a feng shui decision when we consider the number, color and 
location of these pose balls. Feng shui works in our real life. Second 
Life is in our real life, and Second Life is parallel to our real life. 
So I will say feng shui should work in SL too. It is a philosophy and 
methodology of spatial usage in a reasonable and wise way. 

Q: Thank you so much Master Q, for all your amazing ideas!

A. You are welcome. For the world's well being, I hope to contribute 
to society by revealing the ancient wisdom of the human race. 



Glossary: 

(1) shanzhai: Originally  means "architecture in hilly areas". In the 
last century, the meaning of this word was extended to describe 
Hong Kong factories that were hidden in remote areas and surviving 
on less advanced equipment and small number of laborers. In the 
past two years, this diction has become popular in China, as people 
use this word as an adjective to describe products that are produced 
by small-scaled manufacturers (or even D.I.Y.) and bear high 
resemblance to some goods of famous brands. We can interpret the 
usage here to mean something like a "bootleg" of official feng shui 
but with a more earnest, playful connotation.

(2) yi: The two main dualist elements of the earth in Taoist belief; 
although there are different interpretations on yi, most people believe 
the two yi mean yin and yang.

(3) xiang: The main four elements that are generated by yi, just 
like yi, the exact definition of what the four xiang are still remain 
a mystery; some people believe that four xiang mean the four 
directions or the four seasons. 

(4) gua: The eight gua are the main natural phenomena - generated 
by the four yi – which are sky, earth, storm, wind, water, fire, 
mountain and swamp. 30
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On a beach prepared for newcomers, she asked me 
not to speak to other people. 
She said, "there are too many bad people here," 
and also: "so disappointed." 
She stood still, then flew away. I created the first 
cylinder on her right shoulder. 
("Move along, move along")
The strange man who passed her by was still 
painstakingly singing his jingles: "Ding ding dong, 
ding ding dong." 

I always fly on an island with nobody on it. "The 
pose on the rooftop is like the ones of the sluts in 
magazines."

I chose a childlike avatar in Second Life; this is 
because a master always has to keep his youthful 
face. Even if he is neithter Zhang Guolao nor Li 
Taibai, he has at least to be Chi Song Zi. 

I am flying here. The East, South, West and North 
all lose their metaphorical functions. I know a feng 
shui master in my hometown. 
"Is remaining silent in a certain place regarded as 
aphasia?" I asked him. This question taught him a 
word that is not from a film. 
"A place without animals implies bad qi " he said. 
Yes, in some places I feel my vigorous ambitions, 
in some places I just want to press "teleport."

32
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She said let there be qi
And there it was.

Text by Venus Lau (SL: Nokan Vlodovic)

Huang He is probably one of bravest artists that I have ever met. 
When I use the term "brave," it is  not because she has done 
something "challenging the limits of morality" (that a lot of 
contemporary Chinese artists are fond of) but rather because of 
the small size of her works. Chinese poet Liao Weitang recently 
criticized the phenomenon of  "Tall, Huge and Empty" (of Chinese 
contemporary art) which was once the main art style of socialist 
realism during China's "red years." We can see in the past few years 
how sheer size guarantees a nice price tag on new art pieces, so I 
thought it was truly a courageous step when I saw the Guangzhou-
based artist's piece – one that exemplifies her obsession with "tiny-
ness" – The Gorgeous Girl's Bodhi. The piece is nothing more than 
several strings of eye-blindingly bright plastic beads hung on a clean 
white wall; they are like minute, prematurely-dead dreams of a little 
girl, whose absurdity is a line of white teeth, chewing on our faces.

From that point, I began to form a strong impression about this 
young, deliberately "small," Cantonese artist.

The first time I heard of Huang He 's plan to apply feng shui to 
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RMB City, however, some worries flashed in my mind. I feared 
that this crossover between Ancient Chinese spatial methodology 
and the virtual platform would fall into the baskets of those 
"Eastern/Western," "Reality/Virtuality" discourse clichés that 
guarantee a person's speech can fit in every dinner table in the era of 
globalization. Yet after I spoke with Huang He, I found it interesting 
how she regards feng shui as a type of physics (she is, in fact, a 
materialist) and tai chi as a system of categorization of imagery. 
For the first time, perhaps feng shui will take off its superstitious/
Orientalism mask, and reveal its big grin in front of me (like that of a 
Cheshire Cat).

Feng shui has a long history that can be tracked back to the Chunqiu 
dynasty (770-476BC). Through differentiated arrangements of 
a space, feng shui is believed to be effective in "approaching 
auspiciousness and evading bad omens"; in other words, in 
maximizing an individual's luck under given conditions - sounds very 
capitalist. Another interesting thing about feng shui is its emphasis 
on continuity. Feng shui masters consider the longmai (literally: 
"dragon's vein") as the "lifeline" of a place; any interruption to this 
invisible conceptualization of a stretch of qi will result in destructive 
consequences. Another example is feng shui's focus on both yin and 
yang residences (dwelling places for both living and dead people). 
Feng shui masters regard the tombs of the ancestors of a family as 
important as the living household, since an appropriately situated 
grave of an ancestor can bring prosperity to his/her descendants. 
This implantation of a biological bloodline to the undulations of 
geography exemplifies how feng shui is a theory and at the same 
time a methodology for the continuity of a running qi flow. 

The conditions for the continuity of this qi are composed by an 
assemblage of  heterogeneous elements such as temperature, 
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humidity, soil, water, eyes, tiles, chimney…The invisible energy is 
more important than the visible objects containing/directing it, as this 
qi-continuity is truly a process of becoming (duration) that cannot be 
quantified, nor recorded nor spoken. It cannot be "counted" (by the 
discernable space that they occupy) like French philosopher Henri 
Bergson's flock of sheep that are then reduced to either objects of 
homogeneity or a symbol (for instance, the number 25).

In contrast, the essence of feng shui is something impossible to 
compute or measure. A feng shui master, of course, can measure 
the size of an apartment before he does anything to it, yet it is the 
immeasurable energy of the place that matters. In Second Life, 
a space where everything is run by countless servers and can be 
reduced to statistics charts, feng shui intrudes a new dimension 
into this sphere of digital precision. Qi, the most relevant concern 
of any feng shui master, is a big Other, a radical, irreducible 
austerity, an order of signifiers whose existence is legitimate by 
the belief of a subject. On 6th January 2009, Huang He hosted a 
Kaiguang ceremony (empowerment ritual) in which a number of 
SL avatars participated. I was amazed at how everyone observed it 
with solemnity, which legitimates the absurdity of some acts (like 
laughing and crying without any reason) in the ceremony. This kind 
of ideological experiment would be harder to implement in reality as 
there are more variables in our lives (say, what if somebody chokes 
when he keeps laughing for nine minutes? This is very possible). 

Huang He has advocated the importance of qi-preservation many 
times when she was working on the feng shui analysis of RMB City. 
Some may think that it is solely a "copy and paste" of traditional 
feng shui concepts to Second Life, yet in the virtual world (a truly 
ocular-centrist realm) where everything can be quantified and 
existence means being visible on a strictly gridded space, qi itself 
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sounds like a joke. But remember, the power of a joke comes from 
a "controllable craziness," which implies a certain/ secure distance 
from the object (laughing-stock, you may like to call them). This 
distance is just the one between us, the reality and the real world 
which allows a nomadic status in a given space which will be 
disintegrated from within (just like how Nietzsche's "I have forgotten 
my umbrella" dismantles the linguistic system by language itself). 
In Second Life, space is compressed into a plane on a screen where 
occasional folds are unfurled (on the other hand, reality – which feng 
shui is based on – is a three-dimensional space) under it, the virtual 
domain whose only genealogy is the fragile cohesion among colorful 
pixels. Huang He is playing with the concept of continuity and at the 
same time, the rapture and multiplicity of traditional feng shui. The 
concept of qi acts like a currency which links the virtual and realistic 
spatial systems, and then become a signifier of a signifier just like a 
currency.

Another quintessence of traditional feng shui is he (harmony). 
As a concept, he is an a priori state that encourages the pursuit of 
pleasure and the avoidance of displeasure; a more accurate feng shui 
interpretation for this point is quji bixiong ("initiating auspice and 
evading bad omens"). So this "harmony" also implies that there is a 
presupposed optimal (based on the concept of homogeneity and the 
quantification) point of this pleasure-chase; everything beyond this 
optimum will become pain, in other words, that means "don't go too 
far no matter what your aim is." This feng shui concept alluringly 
intersects with Freud's Pleasure Principle. Isn't it interesting that the 
psychoanalyst's and the feng shui masters' wisdom both rest on the 
golden rule of the "avoidance of tension." In the virtual world, we 
can be more carefree and look for our jouissance (you won't die in 
SL). Huang He's virtual feng shui project this time brings us back to 
the beginning (yes, no origin) and interrogates the concepts that we 
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used to assume were "the only proper and right" ones in either feng 
shui, space and our lives: What is space? What is pleasure? What is 
comfort? What is well-being?

Taking Huang He's obsession with "small" into account, we decide 
to compact feng shui – a "big" concept that harbors the whole world 
– into the tiny, controllable paper plane of this publication on our 
palm; we can change the space (both visible and invisible) and 
concepts around us with a playful and "small" reinvention, like a joy 
stick. We hope the readers are in the state of "playing" when they are 
observing and experiencing the changes "on" and in them when they 
interact with their surroundings and with the concept of space itself. 
This publication may (or may not) be the minute private square 
where we can all reconstruct our flow of qi that is dancing on our 
palm and channeling through our bodies, shattering our selves in the 
objective temporal-spatial complex of the universe.
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Create and Play 
with your own spiritual feng shui topographical diagram.
Game designed by Nokan Vlodovic/Sample by Nokan Vlodovic

Instruction: 
1. Take a pen or anything you can write with. 
2. Draw lines to link/ circle/ skip/ … the words in the ways that 
make you feel good.
3. Enjoy.
_____

orange

emotional 

contingency 

river

hedgehog

People's Palace

NO LAB

television

country

grammatology Marxism Serenade 
Love

violet

Moss

soap (rose fragrance)

 zinc

disco ball

glass

books

fingers

milk
cookies

plasticHyperreality

disappointment

Topography soup

forking path

germs

duration

China Tracy 

People's Love Center

People's Worksite

Chewing Gum

Socks 

Rice

Do you Like me?

tongue 

perception

dress

silk

desk
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sperms 

skin

carsick

program

towers

twilight
Mahjong

hash Brown

egg

frog

shark

mirror

cucumber

sofa

surf

jouissance

white mythology

signification
sushi

pool

chili

mooncake

swimming

fulfillment of reading

slippers

pastry

alterity

tunnel

headphones

moon

moors

seaweed

pencil

metaphor
marbles

Dasein

guitar

face

lamp

glass

Tournier

envelope 

novels

congratulations!

keys

Borromean Rings

broom

air conditioner

map

movement

multiplicity

People's Waterpark

theology

anger

thunders

side-kick

soda

wok

jester

desert

the Real

Oedipus 

cement
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Create and Play 
with your own spiritual feng shui topographical diagram.
Game designed by Nokan Vlodovic
Followed by Master Q

Instruction: 
1. Take a pen or anything I can write with.
2. Draw lines to link/ circle/ skip/ … the words in the ways that make 
you feel good.
3. Enjoy.
_____
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white tiger
spoon
hair from 
old man
earring
medicine 
skull 
teeth
wheel
police
window
cup
snow
fairy
hen
autumn 
key
electric
time
pen
ice
mirror
metal
snow 

water
fish
journey
kidney
ear
movie
video
hair from 
young man
coke
winter
6
night
ice
cup
wind
window
salty
ocean

wood
forest
herbal
mercy
apple
eva
monkey
monk
rabbit
grass
book
seed
berry
literature
teacher
instrument
musician
nail
hair
paper
pencil

candle
phoenix
fire
lamp
decorate
fire
monk 
manner
alcohol
purple
grape
apple
red
VJ
bitter
singer
labor
triangle
thin

earth
yellow
herd
thick
nature
eva again
apple again
crystal
square
house
dig
electric 
again
cylinder 
of course
heavy
stone angle
orange
10
architect 
ox
seed again
middle
dragon
mountain 
yellow 
mountain
my twin 
sister



On the feng (wind) less and shui (water) less days,  
I prognosticate

Text by Hu Fang 
 

He said, a place where animals do not attach to has bad qi. Yes, in 
some place I feel my heart itching with ambition; in some place I just 
want to click "teleport." 
- Master Q 

            Overseeing (Hexagram no.19)

First, Yang: Transplant feng shui to Second Life (hereinafter"SL"); it 
is like an experiment. Harmless.
Second, Yang: Imbue SL with feng shui principles, hence extend or 
interrogate our perception of objects; at the same time extend and 
interrogate our conception of feng shui. Auspicious.
Third, Yin: There are no dust, temperature nor seasons in SL, yet the 
virtual realm is constructed in an accordance with our cognition, so 
there are still images, colors, and "traits that we can recognize" in SL. 
Harmless.
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Fourth, Yin: To a certain extent, feng shui is closely related to the 
identification between one's self and his/her cognition about the 
world. Harmless.
Fifth, Yin: If humans – these complicated objects – didn't exist, feng 
shui would not have existed either.
Sixth, Yin: People need feng shui; Nature doesn't. Auspicious, 
harmless.   

          Great Buildup (Hexagram no.26)

First, Yang: Feng shui is a set of survival rules that humankind 
borrows from its surroundings. Feng shui is probably used when 
there is a lack of confidence.
Second, Yang: Feng shui is an ideal state – it is actually a worldview 
of a state involving people's conception of an optimal and non-social 
condition.
Third, Yang: Idealized feng shui should not have as its sole target the 
attraction of material success… feng shui is a philosophy. 
Fourth, Yin: Perhaps feng shui is like art; it is a need, it matches the 
will of pursuit for progress.
Fifth, Yin: Believe that it's possible for feng shui to appear in 
different forms in different environments. Is this really feng shui? 
Well, it varies from individual to individual. Blissful.
Sixth, Yang: Feng shui unveils a possibility between humans and 
the world – maybe this is another possibility. It is like if one stops 
believing that there is one and only one logic between people and 
their world, he/she has to accept different presuppositions, in order 
to achieve a coherence.
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            Treading (Hexagram no.10)

First, Yang: After completing her analysis, Master Q noticed that 
there is a lot of space for feng shui improvement in RMB City. 
Auspicious. 
Second, Yang: In SL, one gets confused as there are numerous ways 
and angles of regarding things. 
Third, Yin: In SL, we are all Gods, quivering with fear.
Fourth, Yang: But we still have another God above us; we are scared. 
Auspicious, finally.
Fifth, Yang: Searching for the"god of the soil" in SL will lead to 
the mockery by the real McCoy"god of the soil"; it feels like I am 
treading on decidedly thin ice.
Sixth, Yang: For instance, five frogs, may result in vigorous 
discussion. So, acting cautiously, having a second thought on every 
decision and comprehensive negotiation meaning, auspicious.   

            Pleasing (Hexagram no.58)

First, Yang: Deified animals intervene into the city. In SL, their 
prestige is on the same level with other objects. They are indeed 
divine creatures. Auspicious. 
Second, Yang: Different flows of energy are confronting with each 
other; people will be harmed when they are too close to the collision 
of energy.
Third, Yin: But, rivalry is a unique nature, just like repetition is a 
mutation. 
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Fourth, Yang: The characters in fairy tales have their specific 
functions, but in SL everybody is an ordinary person. 
Fifth, Yang: Master Q has bought an "animal outfit" - it may be 
transformed from some digital codes, there is a certain level of risk.
Sixth, Yin: There is no feng shui in fairy tales, but SL is no 
contemporary fairy tale.

I used to be jealous of other people for their lifestyles, but after the 
day that I readjusted the ratio of destiny in my life, I became more 
relaxed than before. Now, I can start my flirtatious discourse with 
existence in the earthly and unearthly worlds.  

“Destiny is a lifelong project, and now, in the days that are relatively 
feng(wind)less and shui(water) less, I prognosticate – learning and 
rehearsing of my fate – people always need rehearsals, because 
humans are always slow-witted" - Master Q

*Hexagram names from I Ching. (Trans. Thomas Cleary. Boston: 
Shmbala Library, 2006.)
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whenItookmymaskofftheyallranaway. jpg
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I have a body of 16 cm
- a feng shui fiction

From the history we learnt that xitu (1) should be handled with extra 
care.
I have a body of 16 cm.

It is always elusive for you to imagine how a dying deity is altered 
to a yellow bear (you touched the action figure on your computer 
desk). You fall asleep in the warm typhoon. It is, again, at the brink 
of the water. On a boat a boy in white was binding tiny strands of 
black grass together; they are more Gothic than Gothic, depressing 
yet magnificent. They diffuse weak green lights. Water Maia. 
Wingless. Whirligigs. Scissors of water. Clean, sanitized, just like 
being sterilized by the sun's ultra-violet rays. Is the water of women 
always salty? Ten suns all set at the same time. You look at them with 
tearless eyes, you don't know how they changed from sacred subjects 
to a vehicle of stupidity. In a cluster of red light you saw nine men 
coming, from there. 

I flew to this place from the West; I landed because I saw the marsh.

All nine of us are siblings; we used to live on the bank of the river's 
upper course. One day my fourth brother's ox disappeared in the 
water, so my other brothers and I commenced our journey of ox-
searching. Some treasures are tied to the end of the hemp rope in the 
water. We finally ceased the ox-searching, as it is more interesting to 
travel with my brothers. 
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You don't know that the green ox has turned into a turtle. Climb 
on a tree to catch a fish (2). Climb on the Jian tree (3). The bird 
Chongming (4) sings; its beak was crackling with a piece of ruby. "A 
rooster's cry is always an unlucky omen," the warrior admonished 
to the princess. The queen was reluctant to take the advice. She 
answered in her decision, "Dragon is an earth dragon, not an 
earthworm (5)." 

What is that.
Xanadu of the goddess from the West Heaven. 
What is that.
A toy of Chang-e.

This is a tree which basks in its own beauty. From afar, it looks like 
an orchid surrounded by its own fragrant aloofness. The tree happily 
looks at the fleshy world down at its feet. Mortals like to deify 
trivial beings. "That's why I want to be a mortal." said the white 
snake, counting the number of the scales on the side of its body. 
You plucked the abacus, took down the beads and divided them into 
heaps. Dig the ground three feet down to find the "god of the soil". 
The color of his blood is yellow and reddish black, which make 
you inclined toward the belief that the incidents always happen far 
far away. "Let me tell you a story," the panda said, rubbing its dark 
circles. 

Before Shen Nong (6) tasted the numberless herbs, Nü Wa, the 
goddess with a snake's tail, extracted different elements from five 
types of rocks to fill the cracks in the sky. During the extraction 
process, gases arose. The gases sublimated to three shapes: triangles, 
circles and squares. The green triangles are called grief, the white 
circles are called serenity, the squares of reddish orange are called 
passion. After fixing the sky, Nü Wa felt the lack of some vivid 
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lives in the world, so she created some clay figures with a reference 
to her facial features. By blowing on the clay figures one by one 
she endowed them with souls. But how did she finish giving lives 
to thousands of people? She put the clay figures onto the squares, 
triangles and circles; when she spun the shapes, then the figures came 
to life. 

I keep spinning till I am dizzy. I find out that I have a body of 16 
cm. A voice told me that I have to go to look for the sun in the West. 
Time elapsed, and I am now on the side of a salty pond, sitting and 
praying in the shadows that were left by the nine suns (the only sun 
that stayed a sun is still working everyday). When I recall this past 
of mine, I get sentimental. The sun got married with the moon. The 
water in the salty pond has a hint of red hue. A big goose asked me 
to grab its feathers in the color of ivory. A pair of white wings grew 
on the back of my head. From a distance I saw animals that bear the 
traits of goats moving from the water to the sky. They are Yugong (7). 
It rained, people and red water were drizzling from the sky. There are 
more people; I am still as anxious as usual. 

On that side there are sounds soaring, loud, clear and peculiar. I went 
there and I saw the qi that granted my own birth.   
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Glossary:

(1) xitu: literally the soil of subjugation, the soil that 
used by mythical hero Yu to suppress the huge flood 
in prehistoric China.

(2) Climb on a tree to catch a fish: Chinese idiom, 
means using a wrong approach to achieve an aim.

(3) Jian tree: A kind of magical wood in Chinese 
legends. 

(4) Chongming: A Chinese mythical bird that has two 
pupils in each of their eyes. Chongming is believed to 
be able to distinguish good from evil. 
 
(5) Dried worm is a traditional Chinese medicine, it 
is called literally "earthly dragon."

(6) Shen Nong: Literally "the divine farmer," a 
mythical ruler in Chinese history. He was believed 
to have tasted hundreds of herbs for examining their 
medical values. 

(7) Yu gong: Literally "Rain worker." It is a mythical 
animal with appearance resemble to sheep and goat, 
it is believed to bring rain to the Earth.
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Master Q, a.k.a Huang He, tries to change the invisible qi flow in 
the ocular-centrist fantasia of RMB City by placing the following 
virtual objects in different parts of it. All of the installations 
below are designed to ease the over-aggressive collisions of qi in 
the virtual world

01 Super Aura Gourds for 5 Orientations

The five gourds matching the natures of the five elements are placed 
in five orientations of RMB City.
The mystic powers create bliss and activate the waters where the 
turtle (RMB City) inhabits.

East-The Gourd of Wood
Brings the qi of wood that represents love and tenderness.

Black gourd with a green gem and a green ribbon
Number of avatars to activate the gourd: 3 or 8 
After the activation: 
There come three swirls of green water,
Sounds of the element wood will be played
Green, curvy gas spread the kindness of the element wood

South- The Gourd of Fire
Stimulates people's concern about manners, sense and righteousness.

Green gourd with a red icon of fire
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Number of avatars to activate the gourd: 2 or 7 
After the activation: 
Sounds of the element fire will be played
Fireworks - the eyes of fire - will come out from the inside of the 
gourd 

West-The Gourd of Metal 
A sign of solidity and integrity.

Yellow gourd with a silver chain on it
Number of avatars to activate the gourd: 4 or 9 
After the activation: 
Sounds of the element metal will be played
Feathery, white snow will come out of the gourd

North- The Gourd of Water
Wise people love water that creates spiritual serenity.

White gourd with a blue frog on it
Number of avatars to activate the gourd: 1 or 6 
After the activation: 
Sounds of the element water will be played
Long, black lines emerge and then become tornadoes 

Center- The Gourd of Earth
Brings forgiveness. It triggers the gales of the five orientations.

Orange gourd with a red character wang (the king) on it
Number of avatars to activate the gourd: 5 or 10 
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After the activation: 
Sounds of the element earth will be played
Gold leaves will come out from the inside of the gourd 

02 Energy Candy of the Goddess Nü Wa 

A recreational facility of geometry in the air (a set of three)
Nü Wa, the creator of the world made humans out of soil and made 
their emotions out of squares, triangles and circles.

Passion
Orange, looks like a square frame
The fire element surges and the mind is in zen-serenity, orchid is 
placed in the center of the square frame

Serenity
White, ring-shaped, white lights spill from the fringe of it
avatars can flow around it in a clockwise manner

Grief
Green, with green hair on its fringe 
avatars hang themselves with head downwards on the three tips/ 
angles of the triangle
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03 Bathtub of the Nine Suns

Xianchi is the pool where the ten suns bathed in the distant past. 
In RMB City's virtual stream, we dance and mourn for the nine 
withered suns.

04 Soaring Dawn Swan

Ancient Taoist immortals traveled on yellow cranes. 
Nils rode on his goose to unfurl his adventures.
You are an elf of the far old Orient, or the innocent boy sitting on the 
snowy white feathers.
In this space - half-western and half-eastern, half for mortals and half 
for immortals - hanging in the air, you send yourself away

05 Rainy Sheep

Yu Gong is a Chinese mythical animal. They are furry and they have 
horns and beards of goats. When avatars touch the night cap on the 
side of People's Waterpark, a bunch of yugong will drizzle down 
reddish-orange raindrops that disseminate love.

 
06 Double Vision Mini Bird 

Each Chongming has two irises in each of their eyes, it looks like 
a rooster and also a phoenix. Its emergence implies that there are 
capable emperors. 
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07 All-round Empowering Charm

Wood, Kindness
Fire, Propriety
Water, Wisdom 
Metal, Righteousness 
Earth, Belief

The charms that are buried at the island's boundary under the water 
awaken the turtle (RMB City). When the power of the five elements 
unite, the qi gathers at the five orientations stimulates understanding.

08 The Vajra Prajna Paramita Sutra

A digital Vajra Prajna Paramita Sutra is hidden in the Bodhisattva's 
eye. This act is like the one of "Hidden Scriptures" in the history of 
Buddhism . 
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Process and Objects Instructions
Master Q's Guide to Virtual Feng Shui  
a special project by Huang He for RMB City <Phase 1>

Kaiguang Ritual 

Tuesday, January 6, 2009, 1pm (Beijing Time)
Monday, January 5, 2009, 10pm (SLT) 

All-round Empowering Charm is going to be buried at the island's 
boundaries under the water, in order to awaken the turtle (RMB 
Ciry's sims). The Vajra Prajna Paramita Sutra will be embedded in 
the right eye of the Bodhisattva in People's Temple.

Touring of Master Q's Feng Shui Map

RMB City Opening Day
Saturday, January 10, 2009, 10:15-12 pm (Beijing time)
Friday, January 9, 2009, 6:15-8pm (SLT)

Start at Master Q's Feng Shui Map in People's Palace, RMB City 
Landmark: RMB City 1 (157, 18, 82)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/RMB%20City%201/157/18/82/
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